Extramedullary (EM) relapse of leukemia after allo-SCT in patients with AML/myelodysplastic syndrome has been increasingly reported. The reduced effectiveness of the GVL effect in EM sites, as compared with BM, has been suggested to underlie this problem. We retrospectively analyzed the pattern of relapse after haploidentical SCT (haplo-SCT), performed as the first or second SCT. Among 38 patients who received haplo-SCT as their first SCT, the cumulative incidences of BM and EM relapse at 3 years were 40.5 and 10.9%, respectively. Among 19 patients who received haplo-SCT as their second SCT, the cumulative incidences of BM and EM relapse were 30.9 and 31.9%, respectively. Moreover, most of the patients who underwent repeat haplo-SCT for the treatment of EM relapse had further EM relapse at other sites. Post-relapse survival did not differ significantly with different patterns of relapse. The frequent occurrence of EM relapse after haplo-SCT, particularly when performed as a second SCT, suggests that the potent GVL effect elicited by an HLA disparity also occurs preferentially in BM. Our findings emphasize the need for a treatment strategy for EM relapse that recognizes the reduced susceptibility of EM relapse to the GVL effect.
Introduction
Relapse remains one of the most frequent causes of treatment failure following Allo-SCT. In patients with AML or myelodysplastic syndrome, relapse usually occurs in the BM. However, extramedullary (EM) tumors of myeloid blasts (granulocytic sarcoma) occasionally occur as a pattern of post-transplant relapse. 1 The exact incidence of EM relapse remains unclear because the reported incidence has varied remarkably among the previous studies. 1 In a large retrospective study from the European Group for Blood and Marrow Transplantation, the incidence of EM relapse after SCT was 0.65% for AML patients (20 out of 3071 patients), 2 but the incidence in this cohort might have been underreported. 1 Several retrospective analyses with smaller numbers of cases have reported that EM relapse accounts for 7-46% of total relapses. 3, 4 Both the intrinsic characteristics of leukemic cells and the reduced effectiveness of the GVL effect in EM sites, as compared with BM, have been suggested to underlie the pathogenesis of EM relapse. The latter mechanism was supported by an observation that patients with EM relapse were more likely than those with BM relapse to have chronic GVHD. 3 Moreover, a high incidence of EM relapse following a combination of chemotherapy and donor lymphocyte infusion (DLI) as a treatment for BM relapse also suggests a reduced effectiveness of the GVL effect in EM sites. 5, 6 An HLA disparity between donors and recipients is known to elicit a potent GVL effect. [7] [8] [9] Although a high incidence of severe GVHD has been recognized as a major obstacle to unmanipulated HLA-haploidentical SCT (haplo-SCT), 7 several recent studies have suggested that a potent GVL effect can be successfully maintained in the absence of severe GVHD with some modifications to the immunosuppression protocol [10] [11] [12] or with the use of G-CSF-mobilized BM cells and PBSCs. 13, 14 We hypothesized that a potent GVL effect resulting from haplo-SCT may affect the pattern of relapse. Moreover, a second SCT for patients who had a relapse after their first SCT may also affect the pattern of relapse. Thus, we retrospectively analyzed the pattern of relapse in patients who underwent haplo-SCT for advanced AML/ myelodysplastic syndrome as a first or second SCT.
Patients and methods

Patients
This study is a retrospective analysis of haplo-SCT performed as a first or second transplantation for advanced AML/myelodysplastic syndrome patients between January 2006 and March 2009 at Hyogo College of Medicine Hospital, in Japan. In the present study, haplo-SCT was defined as SCT from donors who were serologically 1À3-Ag mismatched in the GVH vector in the HLA A, B, or DR loci, including SCT in few patients whose donors did not actually share a haplotype, but were serologically 1À3-Ag mismatched in the GVH vector. Informed consent was obtained from all the patients, and they were treated according to institutionally approved protocols.
Over this period, 57 patients underwent haplo-SCT as their first or second SCT: 38 patients underwent haplo-SCT as their first SCT, and 19 underwent haplo-SCT as their second SCT. Among them, seven patients underwent a first haplo-SCT, developed a relapse and then received a second haplo-SCT in this study period; thus, they were counted twice. A second transplantation for one patient who achieved engraftment following an initial graft failure was treated as a first transplant for the purpose of this study. The characteristics of the patients are detailed in Table 1 . Notably, a majority of the patients had active disease at the time of transplantation. None of the 38 patients who received haplo-SCT as their first SCT had EM involvement at the time of transplantation, and only 1 of the 19 patients receiving a second SCT had such involvement.
Transplantation procedures
Our institutional protocols for haplo-SCT from HLA 2-3 Ag-mismatched donors with either myeloablative conditioning or reduced-intensity conditioning have been previously reported. 11, 12 Briefly, the protocol for myeloablative haplo-SCT from HLA 2-3 Ag-mismatched donors includes a preparative regimen consisting of CY (60 mg/kg Â 2), TBI (8À10 Gy) and fludarabine (30 mg/m 2 Â 4) with or without Ara-C (2 g/m 2 Â 4), as well as GVHD prophylaxis consisting of a combination of tacrolimus, MTX, mycophenolate mofetil and methylprednisolone (2 mg/kg). Ara-C was administered to the patients who had a higher blast count in BM (410%) and a good performance status. For HLA 1 Ag-mismatched patients, a conventional TBI dose (12 Gy) was used in preparative conditioning, combined with lessintensive GVHD prophylaxis consisting of a combination of tacrolimus and methylprednisolone.
The protocol for reduced-intensity haplo-SCT from HLA 2-3 Ag-mismatched donors included a preparative regimen consisting of fludarabine (30 mg/m 2 Â 6), BU (4 mg/kg Â 2) or melphalan (70 mg/m 2 Â 2) and anti-Tlymphocyte globulin/anti-thymocyte globulin with or without Ara-C (2 g/m 2 Â 4), as well as GVHD prophylaxis consisting of tacrolimus and methylprednisolone (1 mg/kg/ day). Ara-C was administered to the patients who had a higher blast count (410%) and a good performance status. Some patients received low-dose TBI (2À4 Gy) in addition to the preparative regimen described above. In the myeloablative haplo-SCT (n ¼ 14), BM was used as the stem cell source in the majority of the patients (n ¼ 11), with an exception of three patients who received PBSC as the stem cell source. In the reduced-intensity haplo-SCT (n ¼ 43), PBSCs were used in all patients. Age criteria for reducedintensity conditioning regimen were 40 years or older for HLA 2-3 Ag-mismatched SCT and 50 years or older for HLA 1 Ag-mismatched SCT. Patients with comorbidities and those who underwent haplo-SCT as a second SCT also received the reduced-intensity conditioning regimen.
For patients in whom high WT1 expression levels were observed with active disease before SCT, WT1 levels were serially monitored after SCT, as previously described. 15 Patients who showed elevation of WT1 expression underwent pre-emptive immunomodulation therapy, including 16 was used to classify patients by cytogenetics. Favorable risk was defined as follows: inv(16)/t(16;16)/ del(16q) with or without other chromosome anomalies and t(8;21) without either del(9q) or part of a complex karyotype (defined as three or more anomalies). Intermediate risk was defined as follows: þ 8, ÀY, þ 6, del(12p) and normal karyotype. Unfavorable risk was defined as follows: À5/del(5q), À7/del(7q), inv(3q)/t(3,3), abnormal 11q, 20q or 21q, del(9q), t(6;9), t(9;22), abnormal 17p and complex karyotype. Unknown risk was defined as follows: all other clonal abnormalities with less than three anomalies. Diagnosis of acute and chronic GVHD was based on the standard clinical criteria, 17, 18 with histopathological confirmation where possible.
Statistical analysis
Ages and characteristics were compared between patients who developed BM relapse and those who developed EM relapse with Mann-Whitney's U-test and Fisher's exact test, respectively. Cumulative incidence was used to calculate the probability of relapse, treating non-relapse mortality as a competing risk. The time from SCT to relapse was compared using Mann-Whitney's U-test. Patients who never achieved CR after SCT were excluded from the analyses of cumulative incidence of relapse and time to relapse. Post-relapse survival and overall survival after transplantation were calculated using the Kaplan-Meier method and compared using the log-rank test.
Results
Occurrence of BM and EM relapse Among a total of 57 patients who received haplo-SCT as the first or second SCT, 20 patients had BM relapse and 9 had EM relapse. None of the patients had concomitant BM and EM relapse at the time of the diagnosis of relapse. Two patients (one with BM relapse and the other with EM relapse) who received haplo-SCT as their second SCT were excluded from the analyses described below, because they never achieved CR after the second SCT. The cumulative incidences of BM relapse and EM relapse at 3 years after SCT were 37.7 and 17.1%, respectively (Figure 1a) .
Among 38 patients who received haplo-SCT as the first SCT, 15 patients had BM relapse and 4 had EM relapse. The cumulative incidences of BM relapse and EM relapse at 3 years after SCT were 40.5 and 10.9%, respectively (Figure 1b) . The time from SCT to BM relapse (median 296 days) was earlier than EM relapse (median 348 days), but this difference was not statistically significant (P ¼ 0.27).
Among 19 patients who received haplo-SCT as their second SCT, 5 patients had BM relapse and 5 had EM relapse. The cumulative incidences of BM relapse and EM relapse were 30.9 and 31.9%, respectively (Figure 1c ).
The time from SCT to BM relapse (median 121 days) was earlier than EM relapse (median 150 days), but this difference was also not statistically significant (P ¼ 0.25).
The median time to total relapse (BM relapse þ EM relapse) after a second SCT (median 135 days) was earlier than that after a first SCT (median 296 days), but this difference was not statistically significant (P ¼ 0.12).
The characteristics of the patients who developed either BM or EM relapse, particularly regarding the reported risk factor of EM involvement, are detailed in Table 2 . Patients with EM relapse were significantly younger than those with BM relapse among the patients who underwent haplo-SCT as their first SCT (P ¼ 0.01); this difference was NS among patients undergoing a second SCT. The proportions of patients with FAB M4/M5 subtype, unfavorable cytogenetics, CD56 expression, history of EM involvement before SCT, use of TBI or use of Ara-C in the preparative regimen, occurrence of acute GVHD and occurrence of chronic GVHD were not significantly different between patients with BM relapse and those with EM relapse.
Clinical course of patients with EM relapse
The characteristics and clinical courses of the patients who developed EM relapses are detailed in Tables 3 and 4 (no. F1 to F4 are patients who developed EM relapse after haplo-SCT performed as first SCT and no. S1 to S5 are those who developed EM relapse after haplo-SCT as second SCT). Sites of involvement included various organs in the body. Two patients (S3 and S4) developed subsequent BM relapse. Local radiotherapy was used in six patients, with or without other treatment modalities. All four patients who developed EM relapse after haplo-SCT performed as first SCT, as well as two of the five patients who developed EM relapse after haplo-SCT as second SCT, underwent a second or third haplo-SCT from other donors. One patient (F2) died from sepsis early after a second SCT and therefore was not evaluable for the response. Among the remaining 5 patients, 4 achieved CR after SCT. However, three of those patients had EM relapse at other sites, and only one patient remains in CR.
Survival after relapse and overall survival after transplantation Among the patients who underwent haplo-SCT as their first SCT, the probabilities of survival after BM relapse and EM relapse were nearly the same (Figure 2a, 33 .3% for BM relapse and 25.0% for EM relapse at 1 year). Among the patients who underwent haplo-SCT as the second SCT, the probability of overall survival after EM relapse appears to be better than that after BM relapse, although the difference was not statistically significant (P ¼ 0.06, Figure 2b , 0% for BM relapse and 40.0% for EM relapse at 1 year). Among the patients who underwent haplo-SCT as their first SCT, overall survival at 3 years after SCT was 35.7% in patients who received myeloablative conditioning and 18.8% in patients who received reduced-intensity conditioning (Figure 3a) . Among the patients who underwent haplo-SCT as their second SCT, overall survival at 3 years was 15.8% (Figure 3b ).
Discussion
The present study had several significant findings. We showed that EM relapse occurred in 10.9% of patients who underwent haplo-SCT performed as the first SCT, which accounted for significant proportion (21%) of total relapses. Although it is difficult to compare the absolute incidence of relapse with other studies due to the exceptionally poor background of the patients in the present study, the proportion of EM relapse among the total number of relapses was higher than or comparable to those found in previous studies. 1, 3, 19, 20 In addition, we found that the incidence of EM relapse after haplo-SCT performed as a second SCT was remarkably high (31.6%), and accounted for half of the total relapses. These findings strongly suggest that a potent GVL effect elicited by HLA disparity occurs preferentially in BM.
Although the precise mechanism is yet to be clarified, previous studies have suggested several possible explanations for the difference in the GVL effect between BM and EM tissues. Effector cells for the GVL response-that is CD8-positive T cells and natural killer cells-are present in much higher numbers in BM than in EM tissues. 21 In addition, the recruitment of accessory cells necessary to achieve efficient local anti-leukemic activity may be deficient at the sites of EM relapse. 22 In other words, the mechanism may be at least partly the same as the one that separates the GVL effect from GVHD after haplo-SCT. In HLA-mismatched SCT, alloreactive T-cell responses are thought to be directed against epitopes on HLA molecules or against peptide-HLA complexes expressed on normal tissues or leukemia cells. This means that the targets of T cells are largely the same in GVL effect and GVHD, and thus, GVL effect could be regarded as a 'lymphohematopoietic GVH response.' Chakraverty et al. 23 showed that the presence of inflammation within tissues targeted in GVHD controls the level of trafficking of activated T cells to the affected sites. If what separates GVL from GVHD is the trafficking of T cells, EM sites should be inherently less susceptible to the GVL effect. In the present study, only a few patients had acute or chronic GVHD before the Table 3 Characteristics of patients who developed extramedullary relapse after haplo-SCT Extramedullary relapse after haploidentical SCT S Yoshihara et al occurrence of EM relapse. We speculate that our protocol successfully promoted the GVL effect in BM in the absence of GVHD, but this led to a relatively high incidence of EM relapse. In addition to these immunological aspects, previous studies have also shown a number of possible intrinsic characteristics of leukemic cells that may predispose them to EM involvement. Such characteristics reported in non-transplant settings include t(8;21), 24 inv (16), 25 and mixed lineage leukemic gene rearrangement, 26 as well as CD56 expression. 27 Such characteristics reported in transplant settings include adverse cytogenetics, 4 the M4 and M5 AML subtypes, EM involvement prior to SCT, younger age and relapse/refractory disease at the time of SCT. 1 However, in the present study, only the age at SCT was shown to be significantly different between patients with BM relapse and EM relapse. Thus, we speculate that the intrinsic characteristics of leukemic cells did not have a major influence on the high incidence of EM relapse in the present study.
We also showed that the prognosis of patients with EM relapse was poor, although several previous studies have reported a better prognosis for patients with EM relapse than for those with BM relapse. 2, 3 Notably, four of five evaluable patients who underwent a second or third haplo-SCT for EM relapse from other donors achieved CR after SCT, but eventually developed EM relapse at other sites. Although the role of second SCT for BM relapse is growing, 28 our findings suggest the limitations of this approach for EM relapse, probably due to the preferential occurrence of the GVL effect, as discussed above. In fact, an optimal treatment strategy for EM relapse is yet to be established. Although several reports have shown that local radiotherapy can offer some patients long-term survival, 2, 29 most patients develop systemic relapse. 30 Thus, systemic chemotherapy has been combined with radiotherapy in practice, but the chemotherapy may also abrogate the effector cells of the GVL effect. In this regard, it is noteworthy that gemtuzumab ozogamicin has been reported to be effective for EM relapse after SCT. 31, 32 Because gemtuzumab ozogamicin does not affect the effector cells of the GVL response and is systemically effective, it could be an attractive option in the treatment of EM relapse. On the other hand, earlier diagnosis of EM relapse may improve the clinical outcome of the patients. Although there have been no established strategies for surveillance of EM relapse after SCT, recent reports have suggested a usefulness of FDG-PET/CT in the detection of EM relapse of AML. [33] [34] [35] [36] The present study had several limitations. It was a retrospective study including a relatively small number of patients, and the patient characteristics were highly heterogeneous. Moreover, selection bias was unavoidable in patients who underwent a second SCT, which may affect the result. Nevertheless, our findings provide new insights into the mechanism of the GVL effect after haplo-SCT, as well as valuable information regarding the treatment options for EM relapse.
In conclusion, we demonstrated the frequent occurrence of EM relapse after haplo-SCT, particularly when performed as a second SCT. Our findings emphasize the necessity of establishing a future treatment strategy for EM relapse based on the recognition that EM relapse is a different disease entity from BM relapse with regard to its lower susceptibility to the GVL effect.
